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 As he approaches his eighteenth birthday I’ve come to view the date with an             
inexplicable combination of excitement for the event and a sense of sadness for the demise 
of his childhood—my little boy is growing up. Today he’s poised at the mystical threshold—
about to forgo adolescence and embark on the journey that is to become his adulthood. How 
did we get here so quickly? Wasn’t it only a few days ago he came running into the kitchen   
announcing, “There’s whales on the bed.” 

 I thought parenthood would forever elude us until one afternoon the doctor confirmed 
what my wife already knew—we were going to have a baby. When Michael was born, our lives 
changed and forever more, we would be parents. 

 Although he has developed a rather eclectic range of interests, his early years usually 
involved his love of animals, anything outdoors and dinosaurs. At three he corrected us for 
confusing Cretaceous Period creatures from those of the Jurassic and informed us that    
Barney, the purple dino-like television star wasn’t real. At four he taught us how dolphins were 
born and why lions hunted gazelles. And one day, there were whales on the bed.   

 With a paper dorsal fin and tail, he became an Orca. A blue comforter became water, 
and the bed—a tank at SeaWorld.  He made a matching fin and tail for his two-year old “little 
dolphin” sister too. For one magical afternoon, the sounds of aquatic mammals breaching, 
splashing and laughing could be heard from the pretend aquarium just beyond our bedroom 
door. 

 As time passed and his interests expanded, he developed into a young man that any  
parent would be proud of. Sometimes, however, I simply didn’t notice. Perhaps the day-to-day 
familiarity we have with our own children can interfere with our perception of who they really 
are. Today, where I see a seventeen-year old who doesn’t seem capable of grasping the      
concept of placing his dirty clothes in a hamper instead of on the floor, others have reminded 
me of his gentle soul and altruistic spirit. He enjoys working with children—especially the 
handicapped; volunteers with the Special Olympics; refurbishes homes Appalachia; is an Eagle 
Scout; a big brother who watches out for his sister (but still won’t admit to liking her); he    
assists older members of our church around their homes; is a requested baby sitter and a  
confidant to his friends. 

 And yet, as he grows older he has this mistaken belief that with the approach of his  
legal maturity, our parental concerns  should lessen and his need to  remain  accountable to his  



 

dear old mom and dad somehow diminishes.  He forgets that we too once dealt with similar   
issues. Well into my own adulthood, my father once told me to be mindful of speed limits and 
to wear my seatbelt. I felt like saying, “Hey, I’m an adult and you’re not the boss of me,” but 
instead, I told him I would. I understood that he was my father and I was his son and age 
would never play into this equation. If Michael ever feels he’s beyond my parental concerns, I’ll 
tell him this story. And, if he needs this concept  reinforced I’ll remind him that no matter his 
age, my love and my concern for his wellbeing are not surrendered upon his numerically   
achieving adulthood. Parenthood, I’ll say, is not bound by the restraints of time. My job as his 
daddy commenced with his birth and shall remain my indisputable position and vocation until I 
am no more. And, I too will recommend he wear his seatbelts. 

 As his adulthood looms, I know he’ll occasionally come home too late and that his laundry 
will still end up on the floor, but I know some other things too. I’ve always believed that 
parenthood is a gamble. We do our best in raising our children and then we let them go. If 
we’ve done a good job and if the outside influences remain at bay, they become adults we can 
be proud of. I am very proud of the man Michael has become and look with anticipation to 
whatever his future may be.  

 Until then, I’ll just smile when I remember a time, not so long ago, when there were 
whales on the bed. 
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the backstory: 
 Michael had it all wrong. His age—both then and now, have no bearing on our parental 
concerns. Whales on the bed is about this period in his life—and ours!  

 He was still 17 when this piece was written, but remember reading the part about how 
he likes working with kids? At 18 he became a Boy Scout Assistant Scoutmaster and remained 
so for 7 years, and today is an 8th grade social studies teacher.  

 Oh yeah—I was proud of him then and still proud of him today. 

 I received a message from a reader who very much liked the piece but noted that unlike 
what I’d written:  “My job as his daddy commenced with his birth…” was wrong. She said “my 
job” began with his conception. In hindsight I would agree—considering how we prepared for 
his birth—except I wasn’t actually aware conception had taken place for a little while until it 
was confirmed. Splitting hairs—maybe. Details, details! 

 This piece also happens to be the first time that I ever mentioned—whether through my 
writings or otherwise, that Karen and I had dealt with a fertility issue. It was just a few 
words in the middle of the story, that’s all, and if anyone happened to have noticed my subtle 
message, we never knew. However, this was about to change because not long after this piece 
was published, two more would eventually be published in two separate books—both of which 
openly dealt with our fertility issue.  



 
the photos:  
 The first photo—the one next to the title on the first page was captured from an old 
VHS video recorded on the day when Michael was pretending to be a whale performing in an 
aquarium. Check out his dorsal fin! 

 The photo-in-photo below is the one that appeared with the piece the very first time it 
was published. Besides the 5 year old whale shot, the larger one is of an 18 year old Michael 
from a church mission trip to Appalachia where we were helping to make the homes warmer, 
safer and dryer. 


